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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Gemara (Bava Basra 69b) states that if one sells a field, 
saying “I am selling you this field except for that palm tree” (and 
he points one out), then we must examine the palm tree. If it is  
tcy tkehs – a good palm tree, then we understand that he 
included all other palm trees in the sale. If it is a tahc tkehs – a 
bad palm tree, then we understand that he was not selling this one, 
and certainly not any others that are better than it. The Rashbam 
explains that tcy tkehs only means an average tree, that produces 
some fruit, and that “good” is relative, meaning it’s better than 
some. On this basis, the Pischei Teshuvah (n”uj 248:8) cites the 
Tzemach Tzedek (11) who ruled that where one person obligated 
himself by rya to give another “ohcuy ohsdc” (good clothing), he 
may discharge this obligation with average clothing, since 
average clothing is “good” in relation to inferior clothing. Rashi 
also confirms this, commenting on the Posuk: cuy jeu iug ta, kf 
that “cuy” refers to ubshca ohcuy ohagn ygn - the few good deeds 
that we have. R’ Mordechai of Bilgary asks, is not the opinion of 
the ohbez ,ryg (j”ut 219:6) that one’s obligation to recite the 
knudv ,frc only arises when one is completely saved from the 
danger or illness, as is indicated by the words: cuy kf hbknda ? As 
the Torah omits “cuy hf” on the second day of ,hatrc because it 
wasn’t completely cuy, we see that cuy implies total good, not 
average or relative good. The ,urhcxn ohbp suggests that a simple 
distinction can be made between the cuy of Hashem - which must 
always be totally good, and that of man, where minimum cuy is 
sufficient to avoid inferiority. Therefore, Yaakov quoted Hashem: 
lng chyht chyhv ,rnt v,tu, using a double cuy, even though 
Hashem had only said lng vchyhtu, because Yaakov expected a 
total cuy from Hashem, and not an average one like one person 
may do for another.   

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
Does the Halachah that one may not walk behind a woman – 
even his own wife, apply to a blind man as well ?                           

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(What takes precedence – publish a Sefer or marry off a daughter ?)  
The Hisorerus Teshuva (z”gvt 1) says that one may not derive the 
precedence of marrying off a daughter from the fact that it is 
permitted to sell a Sefer Torah in order to arrange a marriage, 
because the sold Sefer Torah still exists, whereas not publishing 
the Sefer would deprive the world of those Chidushim. 
Nevertheless, he concludes that marrying off a daughter is a 
mitzvah exclusively on the father, and takes precedence.  

DIN'S CORNER:  
If one forgot to say rynu ky i,u in its proper place, if he is still in 
ubhkg lrc, he should go back to say vfrck rynu ky i,u, continuing 
on from there to complete the brocho. Otherwise, he should add 
rynu ky i,u in vkhp, gnua. If he forgot to do so but hasn’t finished 
Shemona Esrei yet, he should go back to ubhkg lrc. If he finished, 
he must repeat Shemona Esrei.  (MB 117:15) 

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Pesachim 7b) states that one recites a brocho over 
the performance of a mitzvah i,hhagk rcug -  before its 
performance. Abaye states that this is derived from the Posuk: 
ovhbpk rcg tuvu, where the word rcg is used to describe how 
Yaakov passed ahead of his wives to greet Eisav. One possible 
difficulty that doesn’t seem to concern the Gemara is the 
possibility that one might recite the brocho, and then not perform 
the mitzvah. The Gemara (Nedarim 10a) states that one should 
not say vkug ‘vk when designating an animal for a Korban Olah, 
for fear that he might stop after saying Hashem’s name and not 
say the word vkug, which would result in Hashem’s name being 
said in vain. Instead, he should say ‘vk vkug. Why are we not also 
concerned that one might say the brocho and then not do the 
mitzvah ? Clearly, Chazal did not see this as a problem, since one 
who through an xbut was unable to perform the mitzvah is not 
liable, and one who refrains shznc is wicked, and Chazal have 
asked often: ibhexg hgharc uyt – are we dealing with the wicked ? 
The Beis Yosef (j”ut 432) explains that the brocho recited over 
Bitul Chometz is .nj rughc kg and not .nj kuyhc kg, because kuyhc 
is in one’s heart and thoughts, and one does not recite a brocho 
over thought because ohrcs obht ckca ohrcs. However, the 
Gemara (Berachos 20b) records a Machlokes if hns ruchsf ruvrv – 
thought is the equivalent of speaking. According to Ravina, a 
mitzvah thought might be sufficiently act-like to warrant a 
brocho. As such, there should be no problem reciting a brocho 
before performing a mitzvah, even if he ends up not performing 
the mitzvah, because he planned to do it, and his thought alone 
warranted a brocho. The Yerushalmi (Berachos 9:14a) presents 
the opinion of R’ Huna, who says that a brocho should be said  
i,hhag ,gac – at the time of performance. R’ Huna seems to be 
concerned with the possibility that something might prevent the 
mitzvah’s performance, and to say the brocho earlier would then 
be vkyck. R’ Huna would presumably hold hns ruchsf  utk ruvrv.   
A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
In1947, Rav Isser Zalman Meltzer was learning late at night and seemed 
to be having difficulties understanding a certain Rambam. Ignoring the 
British-instituted curfew, he walked outside and strolled over to the 
home of a younger relative, with whom he enjoyed discussing such 
topics. Rav Isser Zalman quickly engaged the young man in his problem 
with the Rambam and after an hour or so, was pleased with the rationale 
put forward by the young man. Bidding him a good night, Rav Isser 
Zalman turned for home. For many years, the relative's family would 
recount this incident as indicative of Rav Isser Zalman's love of learning. 
Years later they discovered another side to the story. On that very day, 
Rav Isser Zalman had met the publisher who was prepared to publish 
Rav Isser Zalman's Sefer kztv ict the very next day. When Rav Isser 
Zalman sat down to review the manuscript for the last time, he 
discovered that he had quoted in it from two brothers-in-law, Talmidei 
Chachomim, relatives of his. However, there was yet a third brother-in-
law of theirs, who was not quoted in his Sefer. Concern for a possible 
slight made Rav Isser Zalman visit that third brother-in-law the night 
before publication with an apparent “difficult Rambam”, in order to  
obtain something from him as well, to include in the Sefer.”. 
P.S. Sholosh Seudos sponsored this week by the Sternberg family. 


